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Swami:  Hello.  How are you Frederike? Did you do your process?  
How did it go?  What is the climax day? 
 
Frederike V.:  Very cold.  Super freezing.  Shaking! 
 
Swami:  Where did you do it? 
 
Frederike V.:  In Turkey in the ocean.   
  
Swami:  Give me your experience.  Did anybody see? 
 
Frederike V.: A herd of goats. It was tough. I found it very difficult 
but a beautiful experience in the end. Because of the shaking it 
takes your mind off it… very cold.  I actually almost passed out it 
was that bad but it was a beautiful experience, thank you. 
 
Swami:  So you think spirituality is that much crazy? 
 
Frederike V.:  No.   
 
Swami:  Anybody else go in the ocean? Anybody in the lakes?  
Ganesh, what is your experience? 
 
Ganesh:  It was a unique experience.  It was at a natural resort. It 
was the warmest summer since fifty years, so we could stand it.  It 
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was really cold after one hour but it was really something special - 
I will never forget.  Yes, it was an important day in our life. 
 
Swami: It is an important day. I’m sorry, guys. I know many 
people their experiences were tough. I did one process in 
Himalayas at Lake Manasarovara near Mt. Kailash.  Believe me… 
have to face it.   Of course it’s cold, and you can’t get the breathing 
that easily. One guy who came with me, he kept crying, crying, 
crying… not getting enough oxygen. He brought one handful of 
diamonds to do in the process to throw in the Lake. He wasn’t able 
to sit three minutes concentrating – that much pain. I put him in 
the trance then I walked away little distance and did my process.  
After I did it the next day morning he woke up. The time is gone.  
He had to do his process in the star’s time.  We went there for that 
process.  It didn’t happen for him. I wanted to help it but it didn’t 
happen.  After we crossed the boundary of China, we jumped into 
Kathmandu Nepal then he started to feel relaxed, relief. Then the 
whole time until we reached the building in Kathmandu, he’s 
crying. He didn’t want to do anymore in spirituality, “Okay, 
follow your heart.”   
 
Some angles whenever we want to do purifications, it won’t 
happen that easily. Whenever it’s not happening, you have to 
think very deeply why it’s not happening. Whenever things are 
moving you very openly, that’s different story. Whenever it’s not 
happening, you start to think. You need to put pressure to your 
coconut to break it.  Some coconuts one hit you can break it… or 
two hits breaks it. If you keep hitting it but it never breaks what 
should we do, Tobias? 
 
Tobias:  Hit harder or hit longer.  Keep on hitting.   
 
Swami:  I’m serious. You should not give up. Once you give up, 
done, again, any lifetime, some corner, you need to come back.  
Another time when I’m in Kedernath, it was super cold. There 
were only forty rooms and two thousand people. All saints and 
everybody are there near Shiva Temple. I covered with jackets, 
rain cap, doing my sadhana near the Ganga. The bridge is like 
seven hundred meters got broken.  We got stuck there - no food 
for four, five days.  Several thousands of people are there, thinking 
about God, “What is this?  What type of punishment?  What type 
of illusions?”  I don’t want to be Kedernath, I wanted to be in my 
cave in Penukonda and do that same process and hit it.  Something 
made me to go there to do that, to see that experience.     
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If He really wants to test you guys, He will test no matter what 
way, wherever you are. He’ll find the way to test you.  Either He’ll 
use your friend, or your sister or brother or yourself.  He’ll teach a 
lesson until you got the stamina in your soul - that’s a part of Datta 
Kriya. That Kriya means something is happening in you… 
hatching, manifesting in you. It will happen no matter what, who 
really follows one hundred percent the discipline sadhana diksha.  
Ganesh, you followed the diksha one hundred percent? 
 
Ganesh:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  What you followed? 
 
Ganesh:  Actually I didn’t even think about it.   
 
Swami:  You’re so sweet. 
 
Ganesh:  I follow the diksha anyway whether there’s a diksha or 
not.  I take vegetarian food and I followed what you said about not 
exchanging saliva on Full Moon and New Moons and also, the 
meditation we had to do everyday. It was nothing; it was not 
difficult.   
 
Swami:  Did anybody stop your sadhana in the middle?  Why you 
stopped it? 
 
Student: I continued up to the last moment. The last day what 
happened to me, I forgot to wear my mala before I went 
swimming so I realized very late, after one hour that I did mistake.  
So I have to repeat the whole process all over again. So I just 
finished second time yesterday. This is strange to me that I didn’t 
wear my mala only on the last day.  And that was my mistake.  So 
I finished yesterday successfully I hope. 
 
Swami:  Good.  A person is going to the battlefield what do you 
need… your weapon. If you forget your weapon what will happen 
to you?   
 
Students:  You will get killed. 
 
Swami: Ok can everybody relax for ten minutes, no thoughts 
complete quiet - good.  Just think your parents names in your 
heart. Think all your family members names, your children, 
brothers, sisters, think your well-wisher’s names real well-wishers 
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who you really want to have a bond with. Think their names.  
Shanti, shanti, shanti hi.  Good. 
 
It’s very surprising after a long time to me to give the Datta Kriya 
process. And successfully everybody made it! That’s another 
amazing thing.  How you made it Willem? 
 
Willem: I don’t know I just did it.  I just followed the instruction.  I 
thought it was a very nice process. In the end, the knees were a 
little bit cold but it was nice, it was special.   
 
Swami: The beauty of this process, you can choose. There’s no 
next life incarnation to your soul, no rebirth no matter what, in this 
lifetime you have to reach your destiny. If anybody died within 
nine days, whether he’s a hunter, a big powerful spiritual person, 
or business person, whatever the karmas he’s carrying, you can 
send his soul to reincarnation wherever you want it to be.  
 
For example, Martin died today.  I want his soul to be born in my 
sister’s family as a lady, as a girl.  You can determine on his soul to 
be born in your life.  If you like that person you can get him back 
and you can also send him back to the heaven. And if you feel 
there is any negative spirit anywhere on this planet, no matter 
how strong it is, you can send it back to the next lifetime.   
 
And another beauty is, if anyone is drug addict and in depression, 
take that person and go to the ocean - only you and that person to 
sit together, no third person to be there. You chant Datta Kriya 
mantra for 108 times. Let that person hear that mantra then wash 
the person. Do this process three, four sessions then you see the 
results.  You need that Simone? 
 
Simone:  I don’t think so. 
 
Swami:  It’s a soul vaastu.   
 
Frederike V.:  We can choose any mantra or use the Datta Kriya 
mantra?   
 
Swami:  Datta Kriya mantra - both of you need to be in the water.  
It’s advisable you’re facing the east and client facing west looking 
in your eyes. Once you’re attending to the person, there’s no 
chance anybody can see you doing this process.  If somebody sees, 
you can’t heal the person - don’t try with that person, another 
person can do it.  Can you repeat all the points? 
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Mary A.:  Number one, no rebirth.   
 
Swami:  If you want to come back you can decide that too.  But if 
you don’t want to come back, at the fire puja, you can decide that, 
“I’m happy, I’m done, no more next lifetime. No more rebirths.” 
 
Mary A.: Number two, no matter what you have to reach your 
destiny this lifetime. Number three, if somebody dies who you 
really like, within nine days you can determine to bring them back 
into your life. For example you can have them return as a member 
of your family. If that person who died is a male, they can come 
back as a female. Number four, if somebody is a drug addict or 
depressed, you can take them to an ocean, lake or river and sit 
with them and chant the Datta Kriya mantra 108 times then wash 
that person in the water.  This is soul vaastu.  You face east and the 
client faces west but make sure when you’re doing this process 
nobody sees you doing this process.   
 
Swami: Who wants to come back again next lifetime? You? What’s 
the purpose why you want to come back? 
 
Roman:  I think for me the thing is I see how much pain is in the 
people’s hearts and eyes here and I don’t want to go until this is 
changed, until people can live in happiness in their lives.   
 
Swami:  Why you want to change it? 
 
Roman:  Because it’s a huge pain there and it’s really hurting just 
to see it.  
 
Swami:  So what do you want to do? 
 
Roman:  Try to help what I can do to come back and change this 
because I don’t think they are living their real life.   
 
Swami: When you’re coming here, it’s already well decided, 
determined. A major thing, you have to do certain areas, certain 
corners to succeed.  Even if you don’t want to do it, you’ll do it.  
It’s not in your hands. It’s not majority in our hands. Take that 
strong belief system I’m telling for example, you really thought I 
would be here today? How many people had the confidence I 
would be here today? That’s a lot. How many people had no 
confidence I would be here today? I’m a very unpredictable 
person. I am. I never tell what I’m going to do it.  If I tell, I always 
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find a way to break it. I hate that in my nature but it’s perfect to 
the nature. You know what I’m saying? Ok, Ganesh, what is 
Dattatreya?  Let’s go the subject. 
 
Ganesh:  Dattatreya are the three aspects of God – Shiva, Vishnu 
and Brahma. They incarnate every one hundred years in a human 
form.   
 
Swami:  Wait, wait, wait, they incarnate every hundred years? 
 
Ganesh:  Shiva incarnates every hundred years… that’s one aspect.  
What I heard from you, he’s a form of Dattatreya.  Shirdi Sai Baba 
was also an incarnation of Dattatreya and you also said about your 
incarnation that you’re forty percent Dattatreya. Once you also 
said about yourself, “I’m Shiva.” So, what else can I tell about 
Dattatreya?   
 
Swami:  What is his character? 
 
Ganesh:  Very unpredictable. 
 
Swami:  Did you read any books or just you heard me telling and 
you’re telling that? 
 
Ganesh:  Most things you’re telling you cannot read in the books. 
 
Swami:  Why not?  Have you ever tried? 
 
Ganesh:  For example, about soul objects, I’ve never read anything 
in any spiritual book. 
 
Swami:  If you read about Dattatreya history, take Dattatreya book 
what his character is.  Ok, go ahead.   
 
Ganesh: Also there are certain spiritual laws that are changing 
every ten years, hundred years, thousand years.  And let’s say the 
role that Dattatreya is playing is changing according to the 
spiritual laws of the time.   
 
Swami:  What is his character? 
 
Ganesh:  What I felt and heard… 
 
Swami:  Think Shirdi Baba’s character, take Shirdi Sai Baba what 
is his character? 
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Ganesh: Deep love inside and on outside, he seems to be very 
tough. His major gift is he can dissolve negativity. That he is 
probably the perfect person to dissolve, to take away, to burn 
negativity and there is no limit… I think you said Shirdi Baba and 
also Adi Shankaracharya they are two characters that can do 
whatever they want in the world.  There’s no limit.  So you can get 
any boon you want if you follow their instructions.   
 
Swami: You’re missing major points.   
 
Ganesh:  Yes, one major point, they are beyond the five elements,  
they can handle the nature.   
 
Swami:  Next? 
 
Ganesh: Their task is to help mankind to get moksha and 
enlightenment. And Shirdi Baba has his samadhi in Shirdi and this 
place is very important for the world now.  You said as long as this 
place is there on this planet, you can do your work even if you’re 
not longer in your body.   
 
Swami:  Why Shirdi Baba has his Power Spot in Shirdi?  What is 
meant by Power Spot? 
 
Ganesh: Power Spot is the place where the spiritual energy is 
stored.  It’s a kind of deposit for the soul energy and Shirdi Baba 
has a deposit of four flames in Shirdi and all his spiritual energy is 
kept, stored in this place for the sake of the world today.   
 
Swami:  If he’s controlling on the five elements, why he needs a 
Power Spot? 
 
Ganesh: You said everybody needs a Power Spot who is 
incarnated on this planet.  And also a divine incarnation in a body 
it’s helpful for the soul and you said also it’s necessary to help the 
people. There’s a connection between Power Spot and the soul and 
the guru and the personal mantra… there’s a long line of 
connection. 
 
Swami: For example, just take my small tiny life, Swami 
Kaleshwar. Minimum there are ten thousand people, maximum 
seven hundred thousand, eight hundred thousand people having 
my pictures. Everyday ten thousand people are putting a candle 
and incense in front of my picture and they’re asking, “Please help 
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me.”  Who am I to help to their souls?  They’re sucking the energy.  
If they keep the energy flowing like that, one day I’m empty. It 
doesn’t matter what things I have with me it needs a Gurusthan, 
power spot. Whoever needs help, generally it goes to the person 
from there. Whenever it’s getting empty I dump the energy in that.  
Same like Shirdi Baba when he was studying with his master, 
Venkusa, he created his power spot in Shirdi. It was well pre-
planned. For example, your power spot is in Penukonda. What 
you buried there? 
 
Ganesh:  I can tell openly?  Everything, also the things I got from 
you, very personal things.   
 
Swami: Those things, wherever you are in the globe, it’s 
communicating, making you activated. That results is flowing on 
you from there.  Jesus Christ’s power spot is in Penukonda.  Very 
soon it’s coming in the globe, very soon it’s coming in the globe.  
And Baba Fakruddin, he was the next incarnation of Allah. He’s 
very powerful guy. His power spot is there in Penukonda.  
Millions of people are going and touching his Samadhi.   
 
Some of our western students went to Jesus’ cave where he 
meditated in Penukonda.  After his crucifixion they put him in the 
cave and closed with stone, he disappeared.  Why he disappeared?  
If he disappeared where he went? What’s the purpose of his 
disappearing? What’s the purpose of him getting crucified?  If he’s 
really alive back on earth, where is he now? And how many 
students he really created when he was alive? He did powerful 
miracles in his life and he made a promise, his students will 
become more powerful than him. Isn’t it? When he was alive, were 
his students more powerful than him? Why it didn’t happen?  
Why it didn’t happen when he was alive? When you start to 
analyze… does it mean something or what? You have to think 
deeply…   
 
Even Shirdi Baba he tried to make some students.  He gave up.  He 
didn’t want to. It’s very hard to learn from him. Never know his 
way.  One day he’s very cool, the next day he’s very rough. The 
next day he’s taking a stick and beating. And he always taught, 
“Practice and patience, practice and patience, just be in love.” But 
he used to do amazing processes to super confuse his devotees.  
When we take all these characters, Shirdi Sai Baba, Paramahamsa, 
Babaji, Muktananda, Yogananda, Jain Saraswati – purely Datta 
characters.  Jesus Christ too, purely Datta character. These Datta 
characters it’s very rough to handle them. You need to be well 
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prepared when you’re approaching them.  Same time it’s very easy 
to receive their blessings in your life.   
 
They always little bit warn you ahead if anything is going to 
happen in your life. Some pleasant moment, some present planned 
situation, they’ll warn you what’s going to happen in your life.  
Whenever you’re in the process and your process got failure, it 
means they already gave the precaution ahead. The advice and 
precaution they already gave you ahead. If you didn’t notice that 
when you took only the process time… he has to tell it - there’s no 
law. The same thing, all these characters they got extreme failure 
preparing their students.   
 
When do we call it a mango tree is when the mangos are 
blooming, then we call it a mango tree. But these guys to 
themselves, they made it super successfully. But they made it a 
forecasting, “After sometime later, their disciples and students will 
help indirectly to prepare them more powerful than them.” This 
time has started. It took how many years, Simone? Where are you?  
It took thousands of years.  Since thousands of years it didn’t 
happen.  It means how much it’ll be fair for next two thousand or 
three thousand years what the energy will be here to access in the 
globe?  Who will be really having the real bridge?   
 
You don’t know the real Jesus’ life. You don’t know the real 
Buddha life. You only know Shirdi Baba life. He passed in 1918 
October 17th.  You know only tiny bit his life.  You don’t know one 
hundred percent Adi Shankaracharya’ life. Yes, they’re really 
extraordinary powerful.  They came for the purpose, but a part of 
we lost it. That’s my mission! I want to make a small bridge. I want 
to prepare a big highway, at least a walking bridge from the east to 
the west what is the reality of the information… as a guide, as a 
tourist guide.   
 
When I looked in the ancient palm leaf books, the brain it goes like 
1000 km. speed spinning around in the thoughts. It means that 
much amazing information is available.  That amazing information 
how much I really can teach in the globe? How much is my life 
span?  It’s a big question mark to two, three years back. He made 
me to soul travel couple times. Whatever I don’t want in my life he 
made me to do that. Everyday I’m begging Baba, “Please, no.” 
Why is that Frederike?  Why he makes me do it what I don’t want 
to do in my life? 
 
Frederike V.:  Because whatever you resist he makes you do that. 
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Swami:  Where are you? You’re not there. You want to drink some 
coke or something? 
 
Frederike V.:  Coke, I gave up coke.   
 
Swami:  So, what I have fear Tatyana?  What I don’t want?   
 
Tatyana: You mean what you tried to avoid for many years and 
finally you had to surrender? You didn’t want to become a 
husband, have a family, marry so for many years you tried your 
best not to.   
 
Swami: Seven years I avoided it. I went to Shirdi, I made a lottery 
on Baba’s Samadhi.  My mother was a gun holding it on me.  It’s a 
beautiful thing what she did it. No comment on that. When I made 
a lottery it came, yes. Again I made it; again it came yes. Nine 
times I made a lottery, guess how many times I got it?  Nine times 
it came, yes.  Ok, they organized big celebration of my marriage, 
like in a kind of big stadium.  I was ready.  And I’m going to jump 
in the ocean. Jump in the ocean means my path is this way and 
he’s putting this other way. I’m in the middle… I should go this 
way or that way?  In two hours I’m going to get married. I went to 
top of my mandir first time talking. On my mandir top roof, 
deeply thinking three minutes whether I should jump from the 
back door and go for the mountain, or I should go down to the 
reception. Then I started to think, “Why I’m getting panic? Why 
I’m nervous?  “A woman to be in my life is really big problem?  I 
don’t think so. So let’s take a dare step.” Thousands of people 
showed up. There’s music, and crackers (firecrackers), all the stuff.  
Then I’m seeing what a lila is running… the illusion, good, I went, 
I accepted.   
 
The point, whenever we want to reach some achievement, 
whatever you don’t want in your life and you keep asking, “You 
don’t want, you don’t want, you don’t want,” you’ll get that.  I’m 
telling you it’s my personal experience with the Datta character.  
What you want, want, want, he’ll make you to wait, confused, 
drive you crazy. So how you have to act? You should be more 
‘funny’ than him.  Something I want to give to Ganesh, whatever it 
is, he doesn’t know what it is.  I never explained what it is.  Better 
to give it then later explain it. That’s what I do.  If I tell before, this, 
this, this, it never happens. That’s what I did with some of my 
students. Stupid things, I tested it. Then I don’t want to tell 
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anything until I gave it and proved it, “Yes, you got it.  Go.”  Then 
the Datta energy works.  
 
Jesus Christ he really could have escaped from the illusions but he 
accepted it.  He’s a very smart guy in the planet so far – amazing 
smart energy. He accepted. He disappeared. He showed up in 
India. He disappeared. He appeared in India. He came with his 
student’s kingdom again he proved what he is. One part it got 
damaged.  He refixed it and he left it.  He took his own time cycle.  
Even we might talk, “Be loving, be in control of your blocks,” all 
this stuff is coming because of, lack of our divine energy. Like a 
Mother Divine energy - if you’re really carrying the divine energy 
carrying some protection, done.   
 
Today you’re facing crazy problems. That’s not your problem.  
You need something what you really missed it.  Don’t concentrate 
your problem try to find the root, the seed of the problem. You 
understand what I’m talking?  Hello?  Even that seed… today you 
can solve one problem but another problem is there. Today you 
can run out… ok you don’t like Dattatreya, you love Mother Mary, 
you’re with candles with Mother Mary, good you did not escape.  
You have to totally accept it, take a strong stick and receive that, 
implement it.  It’s very depth meaning what I’m talking.   
 
Today for example, you’re carrying cancer. You went to the 
hospital and got diagnosed with the cancer. Your body carrying 
the cancer is a problem but the real problem is something you 
missed it, you lost it, that’s why you got some kind of pain that 
you’re carrying in you in the form of the cancer. You need to 
concentrate not on the cancer, but what you really missed. You 
don’t know what you really missed. You don’t know how to 
recognize that. To recognize it means simply accepting, enjoying 
whatever He blessed already to you.  Enjoy that, “Ok, He gave the 
cancer, thank you, no problem.” Keep doing. Yesterday your life 
was very healthy, strong spirit today after you found the cancer 
don’t go down, be more energetic, “Thank you.” Go. Again He 
removed one of your hands. You don’t know what you’re really 
missing but accept it. Whenever you start to accepting it, He 
doesn’t have the guts to touch you. Again everything He’ll give 
back to you. He has to.  He will.  Such a joy, the happiness He has 
to bless you.  He has to give back to you with interest everything, 
“Ok, take it - go.”  
 
Don’t think, “When I was twenty-three years old I lost lot of my 
energy, my young age, I was under lot of pressure, problems, now 
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I’m in my fifties He’s given beautiful wife. I can be happy, lot of 
money, lot of bangalows (houses).  When you’re twenty-three you 
wanted everything at that time, He didn’t give anything to you.  
You accepted it.  When you’re in the fifties He’s giving everything 
to you.  You think, “Why He couldn’t give it ahead?”  When you 
accept it, you turn like you’re sixteen. You’re soul will turn like a 
sixteen year young spirit.   
 
Shirdi Baba, that eighty-three year old man, he did the wrestling.  
In the village a very fatty guy came. He was also very strong.  He’s 
wrestler.  In a few days he was going to die.  He was a big smoker 
and drinker. If anybody commented on his habits just he screamed 
on them. He (Baba) told him his character indirectly in his life 
history.  So in our soul, once you connect to the nature, the nature 
character is, to be aware of yourself, to be aware around you, to be 
aware the resin - the fragrance of the divine you should go 
through.  
 
If you enter into the researching of the divine, you have to accept 
it. If you’re completely in the business world, you don’t know 
about God, just you go in the church, “Hello,” and do some 
prayers and walk out, then there’s no link to you. When you start 
to think on God, when you start to think on the processes, when 
you start to think who you are, the real problems start there.  
Whenever you’re sleeping you don’t care where you are. Even 
your soul doesn’t want to disturb you. You’re completely numb 
sleeping. When you awake, when you open your eyes, you start to 
think where you are then the problems start.   
 
Before entering into spirituality you’re fine. Once you enter into 
spirituality everything changes. Everything will change in your 
life.  Even if you don’t want it to, but if you want to know God, 
that’s enough.  That’s enough.  He’s holding you.  Finally He takes 
you.  Does it make sense?  Am I’m giving a panic?  Simone, when 
you entered into spirituality? 
 
Simone:  When I really entered was when I met you about two and 
a half years ago.  
 
Swami:  How you met me? 
 
Simone: I found a book in a bookstore and I read it. I was 
fascinated with what was inside and thought, “Oh, if this is really 
true, I have to meet this guy.”   
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Swami:  So what happened finally? 
 
Simone:  So I went to Germany and saw you two and a half years 
ago.  Then nine months later I went first time to Penukonda.   
 
Swami:  So your life became easier or heavier? 
 
Simone: It changed a lot.  One year later I found myself organizing 
the first event in England.  My life changed a lot. 
 
Swami:  When I saw you first time I saw the spark in your eyes.  
“Ok, you want me that badly, ok, thank you. I’m sorry, you really 
want to come to India?” That’s a Divine Mystery Fort - Penukonda 
Fort is a Mystery Fort. So whatever is happening in your life it’s 
good for you. It means something beautiful is going to happen.  
Accept it. It’s not me doing it. I’m telling you. It’s not me.  
Anybody have any questions?   
 
Ganesh: You said Jesus mentioned that his students would do 
more bigger miracles than Jesus himself.  And you also said you’re 
making students to do bigger miracles than Jesus did. What is the 
mechanism behind it?  How is that possible that the students can 
do more things than the master himself? 
 
Swami: If they followed me if they followed my principles.  Today 
I gave indirect hints.  If you really followed that, it’s done.  I gave 
indirect hints.  
 
Ganesh:  Is it that the master is acting through the students or is it 
some other energy acting through the students? 
 
Swami: You missed it. You totally missed it. I gave the hints very 
depthly I gave the hints with my personal life experience.   
 
Martin:  Swami you mentioned before, one should be more ‘funny’ 
than Dattatreya.  And then you said, ok, the way to approach, you 
give something before you explain about it, so not to let the 
illusions come in the game. This is one style how to deal with 
illusions. The other one is like Jesus did, he simply accepted. He 
didn’t play like this way, he simply accepted, surrendered. Are 
these two different styles?  And how should we learn about this? 
How should we approach?  What is your advice for us?   
 
Swami: I told it, you have a cancer what do you do? You lose your 
hand how you need to do?   
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Martin:  Well, we surrender and do our best. 
 
Swami:  When you are at the age of twenty-three you don’t have 
anything. When you’re in the fifties you have something. Don’t 
count what you’re carrying with physical body, never know, same 
time be careful with that. Don’t drive yourself crazy with it. Do 
you know what I am saying?  
 
I am super attached myself to Penukonda. Attached means for 
example, this morning I woke-up. Nighttime, I want to eat gently a 
good dinner and have a good food and sit. A call is coming. It 
keeps on ringing, ringing, ringing. I am really thinking about what 
I should do? I woke up, still drowsy. When I entered the 
bathroom, a small bottle is there. I kicked it. When I looked at it, it 
fell off. The whole sleepy is gone like that, the drowsiness.  Why I 
am saying that? Whenever I want to give certain hints, when I am 
giving certain things to give a treat to help you, it also drives me 
crazy.  I have to find my own style. 
 
Just listen to process of Nadira. She did so far very good. I made 
her to come to Baba stage - she did a good job. She came in the 
Jesus Temple, she threw up like an elephant. Cyndria and 
everybody were taking care. Before that she was super active. The 
point is, a very, very important point there. Whatever you want to 
do it, think deeply, think deeply. You went to the Swami. Some 
processes were given, ok. Some mantra or whatever it is, you don’t 
know as coming from a different belief system, or different 
culture.  The mantra is given.  I have no bad intention to waste six 
years of your lifespan. That is the worst thing I can do. When I am 
taking my own time. That means I am observing your soul, 
observing your soul, observation. Maybe your soul is not giving 
me position to approach you or some illusion wants to hit you 
whenever I also want to hit you too. The same time, once you 
received it, I don’t want you to be in the illusions, still you are in 
the illusion. Later on it happens. That is not my mission at the 
moment like the Jesus life. Later on you just do the work, just keep 
moving. You know what I am saying? 
 
One time, Frederike came to the Mandir. She came all the way 
from London and she always comes with the gifts, smiling. I said, 
“How are you?” Then, how long were you staying? Three days? 
How many minutes I talked to you? 
 
Frederike V.: Half minute.  
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Swami: Half a minute? If I am a minimum courtesy guy, I should 
be with you five to ten minutes, minimum. Whatever I want to 
implement it, same time she entered the Jesus temple but I don’t 
want.  Ok, do this, talk to you later. Then I walked out. Then you 
might feel, “Swami, we came all the way from London. Isn’t it a 
minimum of courtesy to talk a few minutes to us? What is this 
behavior?”  I can sit with you and talk for hours. I am a big talker 
but I should not damage you. Once if I am talking, you start 
getting expectations. In this expectation you might loose - very 
horrible. That is Datta Kriya. Kriya means work. Datta work. You 
guys need to be very careful to handle it. Same thing Adi 
Shankaracharya, who is the first incarnation of Dattatreya, he was 
born several thousand years before Jesus. He had a thought. He is 
a monk. Why can’t I experience the lady’s energy? Then he starts 
looking at who is the most beauty lady in the kingdom? He was in 
Benares… (inaudible)  At that time he had seen in his visions the 
king’s wife.  
 
Ok, he just had a thought. After several months later, 
unfortunately the king died. The king’s dead body was carried to 
bury near the river Ganga. He advised his students, “Please take 
that dead body, I am entering in that king’s dead body. Then I 
want to make love with the king’s wife for certain time to see how 
it really looks. Take care of my body I will come back very soon.” 
 
The students were shocked. “Why he wants to do that?” They 
don’t know, but simply they accepted. “Ok, you can go.”  He left 
to go into the king’s body. Then the king became alive. Everybody 
got shocked, “How it’s possible?” Then he felt the union energy 
there. After several days later, again he got it one step then he 
came back again to his own body. Whenever he is coming to his 
own body, some divine angels stopped him not to come back in 
his body. 
 
The tricky point is, he did it as an illusion way. They didn’t allow 
him to come into his body. They didn’t allow him. Then he 
screamed to his students, “Please let me come back into my body! 
They didn’t hear him.” Then he begged to the Mother Divine, 
“Hey, I just wanted to do whatever you created the Sadhana. I 
really want Kriya, Datta Kriya Process. That is Kriya. Are you 
really related to the body or are you related to the soul?” he 
argued. He won the Mother’s illusion and he came back to his 
body. Same thing with who found Gayatri Mantra, Vishwamitra.  
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One thousand years he did the meditation in the Himalayas. In the 
climax position they wanted to test his Kama energy.  
 
The principle is, whenever he does the sadhana he should not 
make love - period. After he completed, he can do whatever you 
wanted. Almost one thousand years of sadhana he did. A beautiful 
angel appeared who made him to wake up. He looked at her. He 
forgot everything what he was doing. Simply he fell in love with 
her.  He lost all his energy – crashed. Then he wanted to talk to the 
Shiva and Vishnu why he crashed. He wanted to enter. They told 
him not to come in. Then he is screaming on the Krishna, “You 
have six or eight wives, you are a big… You’re having but you’re 
cursing on me? How guts you have?”  
 
“Shut up. Whenever you are doing a principle of sadhana, you are 
part of the Datta Kriya Process. When you damage that, when you 
wounded that, you are not allowed. You are not allowed to come 
here. Go back.”  He got frustrated. He went and again he created 
unbelievable energy. He found, manifested a Mother Divine – that 
is Gayatri. It is equal to four Vedas. He manifested a lady in a 
divine way. He challenged the whole Vedas, the Saptarishis, 
Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara, the Kali and the Datta Krya 
Process.  
 
Datta Kriya process, that is all the illusions to play - do the Gayatri 
to protect it. Then he released Gayatri prayer to the planet, who 
really got damaged through doing Datta Kriya process.  So, how to 
protect our souls, the energy once you are in a process?  It is the 
Kama. It is number one weapon making you hurt. The same Kama 
energy is unbelievable helpful to win your process. It will super 
attract it.  It will super crash it - both is in it. One is exit in – one is 
exit out. You have to know when you need to do it and when you 
should not do it. Then you are done.  
 
When the master has given instruction that you should not do it, 
but you do it thinking, “Swami is not here, so what.” Then trouble. 
Don’t think it is Swami’s order. Think it is the law, cosmic then 
implement it. When you are thinking it is only me - you are in 
trouble. When I say, “Do it,” then you should do it, go ahead, do it.  
One time I tested Tobias. He went pretty good, got success. Then 
later on he sucked a huge fear. What did I want to do?  I wanted to 
put him in Dwarkamai with Cobras.  
 
Tobias: You wanted to put me into Dwarkamai with a cobra, 
naked and mice around my belt and I am not allowed to move. 
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Swami: Ok, what you said? 
 
Tobias: Well, I was super scared. 
 
Swami: If you have faith on the process, why you have fear?  How 
many years you drag the time like that? 
 
Tobias: Well, I’ve known you since 1999.  
 
Swami: When you are holding a fear, certain things I can’t do it. 
Of course I know if I put him naked and let him sit in the 
Dwarkamai with the cobra and the mice, if it bites it, it is a 
problem.  Maybe I am crazy, or the process is crazy, or I have some 
revenge I want to take on him? Or, in the final time, maybe he will 
be ok, let’s do it… whatever you want to do it.  
 
Martin: Fear is number two? 
 
Swami: Yes, only the less opportunities. For example, the whole 
Elephant Group, recently they made a super success in a process. 
We went to the Hampi. What time you went guys to the Shiva 
Lingam? 
 
Tobias: Early morning.  
 
Swami:  What time? 
 
Tobias:  7:15, 7:30.   
 
Swami:  I’m little stepped back.  I stayed in the hotel. I told them 
to go get some clay. They brought the clay. They prepared a Shiva 
Lingam with that clay. Generally out of that clay one day, two day, 
three days later it should crack it.  It is solid. It is kind of like a rock 
solid. Then whatever I want to give to them, I gave it. Before going 
to Hampi to get the clay to do the Shiva Lingam, they put coconuts 
around one yantra.  You were also there?  What happened? 
 
Simone:  We put the coconuts around the yantra with candles and 
we were meditating around that and suddenly the coconut 
cracked with really loud noise. Not just one but in the end five 
coconuts cracked like that without any reason. 
 
Swami: A tough coconut broke. Putting a clay with the water 
making a Shiva Lingam, but it didn’t crack. If we talk on that 
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maybe you think Swami put something in the coconut. Did I put 
something in the coconut? 
 
Simone:  No we just chose from a big mountain of coconuts some 
coconuts so you had no chance.   
 
Swami: That’s the energy playing. If I really want to give a 
shaktipat to you, couple minutes later you’re completely numb, 
you forgot your name, you don’t know where you are – it’s gone.  
But I don’t want to do that.  Go layer, by layer, layer by next layer.  
Sometimes I choose, if I really have the beautiful track there, I hit 
it.   
 
That was super dangerous. The coconuts were cracking there by 
itself, getting the water out by the yantra. The process and the 
people’s souls are well connected to that vibration of that energy.  
Then I’m really under panic. I didn’t show my panic. I didn’t show 
my panic.  I had to go to Japan. I left these guys, ok I heard it got 
cracked.”  My flight is booked.  I have to go to Japan and take care 
of them. Even in Japan giving a talk to the people, “I have to go to 
Penukonda,” the soul is pulling to Dwarkamai straightly.  It was a 
four-day program… I completed only one day, second day I’m in 
India. 
 
I took all those guys, “Let’s go to Hampi to the power spot, huge 
Shiva Lingam.” That Shiva Lingam was made almost five 
thousand years back. That’s the Badava Lingam - unbelievable 
cosmic power. I want to take final step with these guys, so we’ll 
see what happens. “Go, get it.” They made it super smooth.  I can’t 
explain the whole process but it went super smooth then I got 
huge relief.  The tricky thing what they did it, they made a deal 
with Baba.  What was the deal? 
 
Simone:  A pair of golden padukas. 
 
Swami:  His chapples to make with gold.  He liked it.  He made it 
smooth. I had to come in a few days later to London. Pujari 
Jaitendra… you know what happened?  You heard? 
 
Tatyana:  Yes, I heard it.  Right before we left Penukonda, I think it 
was one day before, I heard in the morning at abhishek time, all 
the statues are getting washed and then the priest wasn’t paying 
the right attention to it so the small Baba statue fell down and 
Baba’s head was broken! 
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Swami:  I was supposed to come to London to talk Dattatreya.  
The whole night I prepared, the next day I charged. I slept near the 
dhuni.  Almost seven, eight hours I was in my swing and near 
dhuni chanting. Jaitendra is doing abhishek.  I watched him.  Then 
I went upstairs to my northeast bed little bit slept.  Few hours later 
I got information Baba’s head got broken.  That’s the worst thing I 
can hear.  “Why, why, why the head got broken?”  That’s the first 
statue in my life!  Good.  Something he’s telling me. Then how to 
fix it?  How to fix that energy? After hearing that news, just I went 
straightly downstairs. Ok, so we took the banana tree carrying 
huge bananas into the mandir. Several ladies are sitting there.  
Taking one green coconut and banana tree.  I did the process to the 
tree, chopping it up. And green coconut I put near his padukas, I 
hit it very strongly.  The water went straight to his crown and the 
water is coming. Then it got relaxed. Something, whatever I 
wanted to do, I did it.  Then closing the whole temple for several 
hours, putting the water two feet over the whole temple floor with 
all different type of seeds, “Let’s suck it, push out.”   
 
So, it’s also giving indirect warning to me, when I’m giving Datta 
Kriya. It’s the first time on the planet releasing the information.  So 
it’s a little hint, little hint, “Ok, no problem with me, that’s you, 
that’s your temple, whatever you want to do. But I want to help 
the globe.”  Whenever I want to help, that also I need to be careful.  
That’s indirect hint he gave. So, so far I made it.  So far I made it.  
After lunch I will explain it later again. We will sit, talk, otherwise 
it is sun shining today we will do the fire puja.   
 
This cassette, whatever I talked to you guys, I really recommend 
each person, four, five, six times to hear it again carefully - not all 
the German did understand. I can see in their faces. Somebody 
needs to type all bullet points. Give all bullet points. Make it. Ok?  
So have a quick lunch. Try to prepare the fire pit and we will go. 
(Swami snaps his fingers) Take care. 
 
Students: Thank you Swami! 
  

End of Morning Session 
 
 
(After Lunch) 
 
 
Swami:  Am I pushing you guys too much? 
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Students:  No. 
 
Swami:  So, hopefully you understand, little vaguely at least, a 
rough picture what your capacity is, what you can do, and what 
the benefits you got with this Kriya. Understand? I have a 
question, for example, I do the Datta Kriya, I’m going in the 
depression, what should I do? My life is getting tighter and 
tougher, what should I do?  Ganesh.   
 
Ganesh:  You personally or all of us? 
 
Swami:  Of course including you too.   
 
Ganesh: So the best thing I know that I learned from you is 
decharging, asking Baba or Jesus or Mother Divine for help.  Using 
several mantras you taught against depression. And what is also 
helping is to talk with your friends about your depression to get 
rid of it. And you can also ask the other students for you to help to 
remove the depression. There are fellow students who know how 
to remove depression too, so we can help each other.   
 
Swami:  How?  For example I’m a tough soul, a touch character. 
 
Ganesh: So you need a tough fellow character to balance. There are 
some tough students too. Not matching you of course, but I 
mean… I don’t know how to help you Swami, honestly, but you 
need some special treatment probably.  But in general… 
 
Swami: Tough means really heartbroken like for example, Roman, 
he followed and after ten years later he really respects Dattatreya, 
he respects Jesus, he respects Baba, he respects God, he respects 
Almighty, he respects all prayers, he respects fire puja… but 
somehow his life turns miserable. At the time your Swami is not 
available, you can’t communicate with me some angles, some 
corners.  What he has to take precautions? 
 
Ganesh: We can help him with the channels you gave us. You gave 
some channels to some students and they can help with the power 
channels you gave, even with tough situations.  Even if the heart is 
broken very strongly and we can connect with Mother Divine, 
with you, with Baba and with Jesus asking them for help and 
surrendering. It’s the only way. If we try to help we have to 
surrender completely and the person who wants to get help also 
has to surrender and completely open the heart completely then 
they can get help. 
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Swami:  That is normal, but I want to give a technique. It’s very 
important.  First, you be happy then you create around you people 
to be happy.  If you’re sitting in the dark and talk about the light, 
that’s not healthy. Three points, we did fire puja here today.  
You’re well connected to Datta and mostly to Mother Divine too.  
Even if you cut off, it’s a little difficult to cut off that energy. You 
heard the prayers, you chanted it, you looked at the fire, and you 
were in that vibrations, the beautiful cosmic energy was 
transferred.  Taking ash from Shirdi dhuni ash, that’s number one, 
second, the ash from Penukonda. Third, the ash from what you 
did today here. Tomorrow you guys need to collect that ash and 
you have to have with you. You can test it little bit, put it on your 
forehead or at least on your head and then you take a sleep.  It’s 
not hypnotizing.  You see how the energy impacts on your soul.   
 
The Shirdi ash, and Penukonda ash is always advisable whenever 
you’re really in the bumpy time. Put it in the water before taking a 
sleep and drink it. It works for any type of the problems – financial 
problems, troubles, and depression, starving for something what 
you want and you got confused. Any type of illusions playing in 
you, you can take that. It’s a strong medicine you can take than 
any other medicine.  Immediately you should remember, take little 
Penukonda ash. Your power spot is there - you’re well connected.  
Or take the Shirdi Baba ash. Today you did the fire puja, 
immediately you can use that. If you put a flower, yes it really 
helps you.  If part in that, you put a flower, yes it helps you.   
 
 
Number two - A lot of visions starting to flow in you and you start 
helping a lot of depression students.  And a lot of healing abilities 
start to flow in you.  It is starting to flow. What you need to take 
precautions it’s very important even doesn’t matter you’re very 
strong. Structures are around you strong protection, power objects, 
soul objects, whatever, and you have lot of amazing healing things 
hanging in your neck but still you need to do this. Every Full 
Moon for one hour, concentrate that Datta Kriya mantra - chant it, 
preferably in the nighttime. And it really helps to you to decharge.  
If you keep hitting it to help many people but you’re not thinking 
on yourself, your soul, it’ll be pretty good danger one day in your 
life.  It’s the same to any person including even to me, Shirdi Baba, 
Paramahamsa, Jesus Christ they all went, take any healer’s history 
- the climax is a tragedy.   
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So the motivation is you really want to help the globe.  Same time 
try to help take care of yourself.  Of course your Guru Parampara 
is taking care of you too but you should be responsible for 
yourself, your soul.  I’m giving strict warning, it’s very important. 
And unfortunately, whatever you’re staying in the bad vaastu,  it’s 
making your luck go super fast but you can’t trust the vaatsu for 
awhile. You’re staying in anti-vaastu but some things are 
happening beautifully. Don’t trust that! It means the illusion is 
waiting for you something is waiting for you.  
 
Whatever you’re helping the people, even from the distance 
somebody is really in trouble, think on them, close your eyes, send 
the energy. Never ever feel you’re doing it, your personal 
character is doing it.  You know what I’m saying?  For example, ok 
Tobias he did a good job and he feels like, “I did it, I did it.”  Then 
you’re sucking more. Never take your personal individually, not 
in a thought, not in sankalpam.  If anybody comes, “I need your 
help,” and you say, “Oh, I’ll take care, don’t worry, I’ll be with 
you, I’ll fix it.”  If you say, “I will fix it then something needs to be 
fixed in you! Never use the word, “I will fix it.”  Rather, “By grace 
of Datta I will try to fix it.” You might think it’s a simple silly 
word, what’s the deal in it?  Yes, a big deal is in it!   
 
And in front of you if somebody is really under torture, really 
under pain, if you’re not really caring about them you’re under 
trouble too.  Like your friend is really under torture and pain, you 
need to sit in your bedroom and think on them for ten minutes.  
You don’t need to tell them. Think deeply and send the distance 
healing, send your love then you see the results. Then you do the 
next day, next day, next day how it really is coming in a super 
positive. Even you’re observing it, you’re talking to the person, 
he’s driving himself crazy, and you know he doesn’t like you but 
you like him… he doesn’t believe all this Datta healings, all the 
stuff… but your duty is taking care of somebody’s soul.  Just five, 
ten minutes you see how it really the impact is going from you.  
You can scan indirectly the intelligency way, how the person’s life 
is changing. You understand. You don’t need to tell at the time.  
Later on you can tell, “Hey, I did some distance healing for you.”  
You say, “I did the distance healing by grace of Datta.” Even to me 
sometimes, many times I say, “Don’t worry I’m with you.  I’ll take 
care.” Whenever I’m going to the people I’m always thinking, 
“mama, mama, mama, mama...” mama means it’s not me anymore, 
it’s the Guru Parampara…  “Take care.” 
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You need your own little privacy puja room - strictly puja room.  
Put all your malas and favorite pictures, power objects. Nobody 
should enter into your puja room.  Whenever you relax, you have 
free time, you enter in that room, you close the door, you take your 
mala, just relax chanting the meditation.   
 
Student:  What do we do if we don’t have an extra room for puja 
room? 
 
Swami:  In your lifetime at least try to have. If you don’t have it, 
it’s ok but if you have it, use it. Don’t worry whether it’s anti-
vaastu or good vaastu, whatever it is.  Make it so once you enter in 
that room the vibrations will make you relaxed. And another thing 
is, never, ever in your lifetime, whether it’s your wife or your 
girlfriend, whenever the menses time is there you should not 
touch.  That’s a standard.  And how we call that cow meat, beef - 
it’s super advisable to avoid the beef.  How many people love the 
beef?  Only four persons...  Whenever the Buddha got initiation, 
they put one strong statement to his sadhana, to his process - he 
should not eat the pork.  He ate it, and third day he took off.  Read 
the Buddha history and read the Dattatreya character history 
book. Take the book of Dattatreya and read it.  
 
Even if somebody is under menses you can give the healings or if 
you have menses you can give healings - no problem. And 
whenever you start ignoring the people around you, it’s not at all 
healthy.  
 
Student:  When we give the healing should we use the Datta Kriya 
mantra? 
 
Swami:  Yes, whenever you’re giving the healing use the Datta 
Kriya mantra.  
 
Student:  Can we use that mantra for other type of mental 
problems? 
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
Student:  Can other people hear that mantra? 
 
Swami: They can hear it or you can do it silently.  No problem. 
 
Ganesh:  Is there any limitation how often to do healings?  We can 
do everyday?  One time you mentioned not to do on Full Moon. 
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Swami:  You can do whenever you can but the Full Moon time, 
one hour for yourself, for your soul. If you’re super busy, 
exhausted, fine, go in shower or be in the bathtub and chant it.   
 
Ganesh: So it won’t be a problem for the people if we give healings 
on the Full Moon? 
 
Swami:  No problem. 
 
Klaus:  Decharging afterwards? 
 
Swami:  Full Moon - that one day is enough it’ll take care of it.  For 
three or four years if you’re not decharging and you keep giving 
healings, you can watch the game in your life. You clear here? 
Then next for example, there are ten students of your family 
friends who are under huge depression, going crazy or they want 
to learn this Datta Kriya process from you. Give the initiation give 
the mala, same thing what I did to you.  Let them do it. And 101 
days you be with them too, individually, ten minutes, ten minutes, 
ten minutes somewhere in the beautiful nature. At the Shiva Ratri 
time, I hope around March how is the climate here?   
 
Students: Not good.  May or June is good. 
 
Swami:  Well, around the Shiva Ratri time, what I want to do if 
anybody’s coming to India, or in June when I come here we need 
to go in the water somewhere in the nature, one time.  It’s another 
layer. We did with Fire Element today. Next taking the Water 
Element.  Today we did with the Fire, Sky Mantra.  And the Air is 
automatically connected so only Water is left. Why you smiling 
Simone? Just you’re thinking how Swami will look in swimming 
pool dress?  No I’ll be like this. I don’t want to see your structure 
(body), just we’re going in the water, sitting, receiving initiation, 
coming out, changing your dress and dropping that cloth in the 
water.  So that water initiation is very advisable. You can get me 
whenever the right time is for you.  For example, thirty, forty 
people do it then you guys can do for others the same what I’ll 
give the mechanism there.  You can come and help others here in 
your country then Datta Kriya process is completed. You clear?  
Any questions? 
 
Student:  Then does that mean we can give the Datta Kriya process 
to others? 
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Swami:  Yes.   
 
Student:  Do we have more instructions to do it? 
 
Swami:  No, same - no need, this is enough. 
 
Frederike V.:  So it means we would have to make a fire puja also? 
 
Swami: Yes, just make them chant Gayatri Mantra and Shakti 
Gayatri Mantra. Very shortly the small book I’m releasing it on the 
Datta Kriya process.  If anybody’s family member died and you’re 
a good friend of them and they called you and you want to bless it, 
do that.  It’s very good for you. Somebody is in the hospital they’re 
dying or they’re dead and you want to come and bless their soul - 
do it.   
 
Gustav:  Do we need a mantra to do that? 
 
Swami:  Yes, chanting the mantra to bless him to go peacefully to 
next incarnation.  That’s super healthy to your soul to do that. 
 
Student:  Could you bless something with that mantra, like bless 
water with the mantra or does it have to be souls?  Can you bless 
other things like trees, water? 
 
Swami: Yes you can do that too but your presence is most 
important or distance healing.  Just think, for example, I want to 
help Frederike V.  She doesn’t need to know - send the energy.  
Any questions? 
 
Gustav: If somebody has a problem, like you mentioned somebody 
is heartbroken and I’m praying for them doing the mantra, I can 
imagine very easily. But to find somebody who wants to do the 
process, to do the mantra for 101 days and make an initiation in 
the water, that’s not so many people and do I have the 
responsibility to find the right ones or is it just I want to do it and 
then I’m giving it. 
 
Swami:  Do it.  Do it.   
 
Student:  The people who teach the Datta Kriya process can give it 
also to new students.   
 
Swami:  Yes.  If you have ten people, after the 101 days, be in the 
water with each person for ten minutes. You did the Datta Kriya 
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process - 99.99% is done.  .01% left and that is to be with your 
master in the water, or who already did the process, they’re the 
master, and they can come and give the last ten minutes part then 
it’s one hundred percent done.   
 
Mohini:  So you’re with them for ten minutes but they still had to 
be in the water for one hour - three hours? 
 
Swami:  Yea, one and a half hours. 
 
Mohini:  But we only have to be with them for ten minutes? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  Or after ten minutes you can leave and they can do 
the rest themselves.   
 
Student:  You gave us an initiation with a special mantra, and we 
don’t have to do this then with our students when we’re giving the 
process to them? 
 
Swami:  Why not?  Do it.   
 
Student:  You gave it with your mantras.  Do we do it with Datta 
Kriya mantra, you know? 
 
Swami:  What’s she saying? 
 
Tobias:  Like today you gave your special bijas, but we don’t know 
them. Is it necessary? 
 
Swami: It’s already released in the elements, received in the 
elements. I put an order on it. My little concern is only when 
you’re working with somebody who feels a negative spirit is in 
them or in their house. I’ve seen couple houses in Germany. I don’t 
want to make a comment whose house it was. When I was 
sleeping, the game started with the negative energy. So you should 
be, when you’re working with any negative spirit, don’t get afraid.  
Like a small cockroach you’re throwing it out.  Just you put your 
thought on that house that, that spirit should not stay in that 
house.  That’s it.   
 
I have to tell you one story. In Penukonda, the Gagan Mahal 
palace next to the ashram, the King did with several hundred of 
pujari priests and several strong healers. He brought an amazing 
Maha Shakti for the protection of his palace.  On the day he had a 
good vaastu to the palace, both good southeast and northeast.  
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Later on it crashed. That Para Shakti energy lifetime was for a 
thousand years.  One part I really took it in my control.  One part I 
really can send it away.  If I send it away where can I send it?  So 
that part is little… I don’t see that much energy you’re going to 
work - if you work then you’re really commander on the globe.  
You’re a commander, but step-by-step you need to see.  How 
many people don’t believe in negative spirits? Be honest. 
 
Student:  For me, at my level of consciousness, I have to welcome 
it within.  I have to welcome it to come in for it to be ok then it is 
ok. I can’t, I don’t… for protection you have to welcome 
everything in with gratitude.  It’s the only way for me.   
 
Swami:  Ok, if you can handle it, good.  No problem. Why you 
need to take that? Why can’t you send it away for the next 
lifetime? 
 
Student:  Because I don’t think it’s necessary. I think once you 
welcome it in… it just makes me feel sort of like whole. I don’t 
know if it brightens the light or part of the light, but you have to 
welcome the dark energies and things… 
 
Swami:  When you’re walking with the huge flashlight, there’s no 
chance the dark will be around you. It’s a joke what you did the 
whole process. You’re having a huge torch, you’re walking how 
come the dark will be around you?  Does it make sense, Simone? 
 
Simone:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  So you are a part of really strong light - you are a light, 
take that for granted. So whenever you feel somebody’s house 
they have a problem, you sit, have the thought, release it whether 
you feel it or not, release your thought.  Done.  It’ll take care. 
 
My classmate, I studied with him fourteen years.  He fell in love 
with one girl.  In India there’s a big conflict between religions.  He 
fell in love with one different religion lady - go. The parents did 
not agree for them to marry - they’re super sensitive.  In Kurnool, 
in hotel, they hung themselves – both were dead. They carried the 
bodies to their house to bury them together. At the time I’m 
somewhere traveling. Few days later I went. I felt their energies 
there, still their energies were there with huge pain hanging - that 
you need to be able to wash out. That’s the beauty of your Datta 
Kriya. Many people are dying not normal way, not like they’re 
getting old, happy in their sleep and going. It’s not like that for 
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many people: accidents, hangings, murders… whenever the pain 
is left there, take care of it in the house, in that environment. That’s 
the beauty of Datta Kriya – your thought.   
 
Student:  So we also use the Datta Kriya mantra at the time? 
 
Swami:  Yes. There’s no chance to get failure – jzero chance for 
failure. 
 
Student:  When we’re giving a healing to somebody using the 
mantra, do we do it ten minutes or 108 times?   
 
Swami:  Depends on your time. Today when we were doing the 
Fire Puja, I invited all goddesses, all angel names, majority of 
bijakshras, I covered the stars, many galaxies and I covered who 
all was around me wherever I was looking to take care, to come 
and bless it.  And I took the Dattatreya in all the forms.  If anybody 
recorded that (mantra) you can hear it.  Clear? 
 
The point is, any part of the pain you can take care of it.  You have 
the painkillers with you. That’s it.  Don’t feel why is Swami talking 
about negative spirits? Even we don’t know what really happens 
to you.  So take care.  And right now in Penukonda, the gents, they 
went to the mountain, they brought two huge rocks.   
 
Swami talking to Tobias:  You’re also part in it?  
 
Tobias: Yes. 
 
Swami:  What are you doing? 
 
Tobias:  Well, out of those two rocks we’re suppose to chisel two 
Shiva Lingams.   
 
Swami:  What happens with that? 
 
Tobias:  I left after three days so I don’t know the situation right 
now. 
 
Swami:  What is the purpose of you doing it guys? 
 
Tobias: Well, those lingams are supposed to stay for many 
hundreds of years and the remaining part I forgot. 
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Swami:  In this planet, in this earth, the first time where I’m going 
to introduce the two Shiva Lingams is near Jesus’ power spot.  
Proving with whoever the students to make them sit, test the 
energy.  Those two huge rocks making those Shiva Lingams, one 
has to crack like into five parts.  Is it really possible?   
 
Simone:  I don’t understand. 
 
Swami:  You don’t understand me?  I’m talking Telugu?   
 
Simone:  No, I didn’t get it right.  Maybe you can repeat it. 
 
Swami: Whenever you’re somewhere else guys, I can immediately 
see it in your faces. Those two Shiva Lingams (the gents carved 
from the two rocks) are going to sit near the Big Boss Jesus’ power 
spot and one Shiva Lingam is going to crack into five pieces while 
sitting there.   
 
Student:  Swami, where did Lord Jesus leave his body and where 
is his Samadhi? 
 
Swami:  Why you are in a hurry?  You’re leaving your house very 
soon isn’t it?  Are you leaving your house? Your pretty house is for 
sale?   
 
Student:  Yes.  If we sell or leave it otherwise I have to take it. 
 
Swami:  What do you want to do? 
 
Student:  I don’t know Swami.   
 
Swami: You have to move from that house. If I am in your 
condition, I won’t stay in the bad vaastu house. 
 
Student:  I’ll do that. What to do Swami, it’s not selling? Any 
Kriyas or something I have to do?  I put it for sale for long time but 
no buyers. 
 
Swami:  What’s the deal between you and me? 
 
Student:  Anything you say Swami. 
 
Swami:  You’ll get it, you’ll sell it, don’t worry.   
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Student:  Mostly of karma, cause and effect, then any sort of 
problem if it comes and goes, then let it come and then we can 
bare it bodily. Least of all if we want to heal something, or 
something we do, then it’s only being postponed for a while.  But 
in the end you have to pay the debt. What do you think about 
that?  I feel why not we face it and bear it without any fear. Am I 
right or no? 
 
Swami:  So what are you saying? 
 
Student: What I’m saying, there’s lot of things happening, ok we 
can do our duty perfectly, our mantras and everything, fine that’s 
all very good.  But in the end if we can heal somebody, give them 
relief but in the end we are only postponing his problem. We’re 
not curing him permanently.   
 
Swami:  Why you’re saying we’re not curing him permanently? 
 
Student:  No, because one day he has to pay the debt, he has to 
really do his work. We’re helping him also but only for the time 
being.  But we’re not doing something that will be permanent for 
him.   
 
Swami: I’ll explain for that, I told you in the talk. The first twenty-
three years you don’t have the money, you don’t have the car, you 
don’t have many things - later on in the fifties you start to receive 
everything - lot of blessing start to flow. When you accepted it, 
you can still enjoy it when you’re in the 50’s. When you’re in the 
twenties you’ll turn kind of like a sixteen-year age person, you 
really enjoy that.   
 
For example, in the ashram somebody comes with a scorpion bite, 
cobra bite. They come in front of me. If I look at him, ok well 
there’s a chance I can heal and bring him back healthy.  If I start to 
think, “Ok, anyhow one day he’s going to die, let him die now 
peacefully, go ahead. Anyhow one day he’s going to die, let him 
die, why I should care?”  Somewhere the cobra bite came to him.  
He didn’t go somewhere to catch the cobra, it came and it bit him.  
And you know some medicine that can cure it but if you don’t 
care, just you say, “Ok, let him die peacefully,” what do you do?  If 
any cobra bites you, I should do the same thing?  If you got a cobra 
bite what do you do? Do you run to the doctor or simply you 
accept? 
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Student:  I’ll do it myself. If I can’t do it, I’m not a professional or 
doctor, I’ll do my best.  If I’m not, then I’ll go to somebody who’s a 
professional like a doctor or somebody who can heal it. It’s my 
duty. I don’t just stand by and let somebody die. That’s not very 
good actually.   
 
Swami:  That’s same thing what I’m saying now. 
 
Student:  But the thing is still, why the cobra bit the person?  There 
must be some reason for that.   
 
Swami:  That you need to find out. 
 
Student:  That’s the thing because of his karma, because again it’s a 
cause and effect.   
 
Swami: It took today whole talk I already answered that point 
very in-depth. Certain things you can accept it. Certain things I 
won’t accept it. For example, your going and your life is a little 
bumpy, I can pull little simple smooth.  If you really deserve, and 
the time is you need to go through, ok go through. I can’t just 
leave you like that, “Ok, go whatever it is.” For example if 
anybody is living in a bad vaastu house, I can’t accept it. Even if 
you’re a supernatural healer, this and that, if the elements are not 
functioning in a proper way in the house, it doesn’t matter.  If the 
elements are not functioning properly it really affects you. Take a 
challenge to test it.  It really affects.  It really drives you crazy.  The 
Indian Feng Shui, it should be in a proper way.   
 
So certain things it’s humanity to help each other, whatever to 
some extent.  In the ultimate, one day, if you decided you really 
want to pay the bill, even though you’re doing good karmas… 
some good friends here, they helped to give some three hundred, 
four hundred eye operations, they were conducted and they did it 
- isn’t it a beauty? They have tons of money in the bank and they 
gave as a charity to giving some eye operations - that’s the beauty.  
That’s good karma. Even such a person who’s doing such good 
karma, still he has to face huge bill finally, but he keeps reducing 
that negative bill, it keeps coming down.  Our actions…  
 
(tape ran out) 
 
 

End of Talk 
 


